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Suitable for students with three or more years of modern Chinese language instruction, Anything

Goes uses advanced materials to reinforce language skills and increase understanding of

contemporary China in one semester. This fully revised edition provides learners with a deeper

fluency in high-level Chinese vocabulary and grammar, and includes newspaper articles and

critiques as well as other primary source documents, such as political speeches and legal

documents. The textbook covers topics that are essential to understanding contemporary Chinese

society, including changing attitudes toward women and marriage, the one-child policy, economic

development, China's ethnic minorities, and debates surrounding Taiwan and Hong Kong. The

lessons intentionally investigate thought-provoking and sometimes controversial issues in order to

spark lively classroom discussions. This new edition incorporates suggestions and improvements

from years of student and teacher feedback. With an improved, more user-friendly format, Anything

Goes juxtaposes text and vocabulary on adjacent pages. Grammar explanations and exercises

have also been thoroughly updated.  Advanced-level Chinese language textbook  Includes

newspaper articles and primary source documents  Thought-provoking topics on contemporary

Chinese society  Updated grammar explanations and exercises  New user-friendly format
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I am currently using this book in my fourth-year Chinese class at university. I have not studied

Chinese formally before this, since I have Chinese parents, but I found the comprehensive wordlists

that accompany each text to make them fully understandable and readable for me, which is

otherwise frustrating (nobody likes Chinese dictionaries). The texts are generally drawn from

newspapers or other similar sources, so you are reading real Chinese and not something composed

for the book. I don't imagine there are many people buying this who don't have to for their class, but

rest assured it's a useful and well written book. Includes both Simplified and Traditional characters.

It shipped very quickly, and its very affordable compared to those sold at my school's bookstore.

The lines between the text is larger and allows for notes or pronunciation guidance. The stories are

relevant and interesting. Great book to learn Chinese with.

Beware of the kindle edition. It isn't a regular kindle book - can't enlarge text size, so it's useless on

smartphones (it's like reading a scanned PDF - you have to zoom in and manually scroll around the

page just to read it). Text look crappy and pixelated - they didn't even bother scanning it property.

Dictionary lookup on chinese characters doesn't work (even though I have a chinese-english

dictionary installed which works fine on other Chinese ebooks) - the OCR seems to have not been

done correctly. Doesn't support the Windows 8 kindle app, or the Kindle Touch. Want a refund, but I

rented it and it doesn't even let me return the book for a refund.

There is really nothing wrong with text, only that this kindle version doesn't work on android phones.

That really limits use to ipad and computer...in which case the hard bound copy is equally as

convenient. Moreover, this book takes forever to download? Not sure what the hiccup with kindle is

for pc, mac, and ipad, but it took a whole day to get this thing on my device? Either that or

TimeWarner just stinks as an ISP. Either way, this is a good text for remedial learners, probably not

challenging enough for those abroad or living with native language speakers.



Good condition

I simply don't like this book. just personal opinion

Works extremely well Super fast shipping! you won't be disappointed Happy with this product and

the service given. great price and item Delivery date in time as expected...

Scanned copy of original book. I was looking for an ebook so I could use the kindle dictionary to

look up words while studying. This is only scanned images and doesn't allow word look up, making

it much less useful to study.
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